NetFront™ Browser NX DTV Profile
A WebKit-based HTML5 Browser capable of delivering advanced UX on legacy connected STB and TV
platforms
NetFront™ Browser NX DTV Profile is a high performance WebKit-based HTML5 browser that features
efficient memory usage and high stability. With support for worldwide DTV standards and specifications,
including HbbTV 1.5, HbbTV 2.0.1, Freeview Play 2017, ARIB STD-B62/TR-B39 (2nd generation
digital broadcasting) and CE-HTML, NetFront Browser NX DTV Profile is an ideal solution for
connected TVs, set-top boxes, HDMI sticks and automotive infotainment systems.

NetFront Browser NX DTV Profile for Connected TVs

NetFront™ Browser NX DTV Profile was designed and optimized to enable standards based connected
entertainment services on resource constrained STB platforms. Legacy STB platforms can be enhanced

with HTML5 capabilities to provide consumers with access to connected services without the need to
change hardware platform.
Typically, applying in-house solutions to legacy platforms can lead instability due to the constrained of
the embedded environment. They may also have platform-dependent implementation/porting layers and
lack DTV-specific extensions needed to launch services. This leads to a large engineering investment by
SoC vendors, set-top box manufacturers and middleware providers both in the initial development phase
and, perhaps more importantly, for ongoing maintenance of the bespoke solution. NetFront™ Browser
NX DTV Profile is provided as an embedded SDK pre-configured for the target platform and incorporates
ACCESS technologies deployed in over 1.5 billion units worldwide. One feature is enhanced stability in
low memory situations, enabling devices to perform for longer without needing to be rebooted. Also,
flexible porting APIs enable the solution to target multiple STBs and System-on-Chip (SoC) vendors
whilst providing a compatible environment and still allowing access to hardware accelerated functions.
ACCESS SDKs can support standardized APIs such as OpenGL-ES for higher end platforms and
software engines such as Cairo for lower power platforms without hardware graphics processing units
(GPUs).

HTML5 and DTV Standards Support
NetFront™ Browser NX DTV Profile delivers high levels of HTML5 and CSS3 support to enable
interactive applications. Additionally, support for worldwide DTV specifications such as HbbTV 1.5,
HbbTV 2.0.1, Freeview Play 2017, ARIB STD-B62/TR-B39 (2nd generation digital broadcasting) and
CE-HTML ensuring improved time-to-market for DTV and STB manufacturers. NetFront™ Browser
NX DTV Profile is provided as an embedded Software Development Kit (SDK) that can be integrated
into the platform software architecture. Platform agnostic APIs and DVB middleware-independent DTV
extensions provide the highest degree of portability. Browser application APIs enable free and flexible UI
customization to ensure that the connected TV or STB can be delivered with any branding that the
deployment requires. As well as the software SDK, NetFront Browser NX DTV Profile is complemented
by world-class engineering support, professional services, and documentation.

Key Features and Benefits
Commercial grade engine: WebKit core enhanced with ACCESS technology deployed in over
1.5 billion units worldwide
High performance on DTV and STB platforms
Hardware acceleration/GPU support
JavaScript JIT* for improved performance
Simultaneous HTML5 Video/Audio tag and object tag support compatibility with HTML5 and
HbbTV content
HbbTV 1.5, including CE-HTML
HbbTV 2.0.1

Freeview Play 2017, including companion screen and media synchronisation
HTML5 including Canvas 2D, Web Workers, Web Storage and CORS
CSS3 including Animations, 3D Transforms, Transitions and Media Queries
Worldwide DTV technology support including HbbTV, CE-HTML and ARIB STD-B62/TRB39
OpenGL ES
WebGL
Optimized memory management

The Power of more than a Billion
NetFront Browser NX DTV Profile is based on market-proven browser technologies that have been
successfully deployed in over one and a half billion devices throughout the world. This unique set of
technologies have been adapted to improve platform stability, resilience to low memory situations,
portability and ability to take advantage of chipset specific features such as the availability of a dedicated
Graphics Processing Unit (GPU).

The Engine of Next Generation UIs for DTV
NetFront Browser NX DTV Profile enables Operators to deliver an enhanced user experience (UX) to
consumers, even on lower power platforms reducing OPEX to replace deployed units. It supports a large
number of features from HTML5 (Canvas 2D, SVG, etc.), CSS3 (3D Transforms, Animations,
Transitions, etc.) and WebGL, taking advantage of advanced hardware capabilities where available and
using software rendering where appropriate. NetFront Browser NX is a highly capable TV UI engine for
delivering greatly enriched user experiences incorporating video elements and including 3D graphics and
animations even on lower power platforms.

Specifications

Markup & Style Sheets

HTML5 (Audio/Video tags, Canvas, Web Workers, Web Storage, etc.)
CSS1, CSS2, CSS3 (Media Queries, Animations, Transforms, Transitions, etc.)
Security
TLS1.2
NSS
Configurable digital certificates
Extended Validation

Scripting
ECMAScript6
Browser SDK Features
Embeddable HTML library
Configurable dynamic memory usage
Cookie Management
Cache Management
Tabbed browsing support
Page history
Configurable error pages

Supported CPU architectures
ARM®, MIPS, Intel/x86, SH
Device Classes
Connected TVs
Set-top Boxes (IP and Hybrid)
PVRs / DVRs
HDMI sticks and Internet Media Players
Automobile In-vehicle Infotainment (IVI) Systems
Other Connected Appliances
Memory Usage
Code Size: 35-45MBytes uncompressed
RAM Size: min. 40MBytes, 128MB recommended
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You will have the opportunity to opt out of receiving communications from us at any time by using the
link in the newsletter or emailing your request to privacy@access-company.com. You may also wish to
read our privacy policy that provides further information about how we use personal data.
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To learn more about our products, contact us today.

NetFront™ Browser NX
Webkit-based HTML5 browser demo video
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Product brochure (PDF, 497 KB)
ACCESS HTML5 White Paper
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Download the Verimatrix and ACCESS Multiscreen in 2017 Whitepaper
View all whitepapers
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